
▲Hybrid clamp has a sheathed high 
tensile leaf spring. Distributes load 
evenly to prevent crown collapsing.

▲Non-marring clamps, sheaves and pads included.

Clubmaker’s Lie and Loft Bending Gauge

Deluxe Brass Bending Bar

-High loading self-squaring isosta�c frame
-Self-squaring protractors mounted on precision linear 
guides with recircula�ng linear ball bearings 
-Heavy duty low wear top clamp machine screw assembly
-CNC engraved lie & lo� angle scale star�ng at 50-70° 
 for lie and 15-70° for lo� with 0.5o precision.
-Works with all RH & LH irons and hybrids.
-Complete set of non marring clamps, sheaves & pads.
-Large selec�on of op�onal accessories.
-Can be mounted on all 1507xx Stands▲Precision machined and engraved 

lie and lo� protractor accurate 0.5 °
▲Clear sigh�ng of grooves ensures
clubhead is set at the correct lie angle.

Key Features:

A sturdy, well engineered, no fiddle lie and lo� bending gauge with a gate wide enough for 
today’s oversized irons, specialty wedges and hybrids. 
Time tested by hundreds of clubmakers worldwide; Our unique ,triangulated, isosta�c clamp-
ing system with adaptable pivo�ng non-marring conical sheaves, soling flats and vulcanized 
hybrid top clamp, this bending gauge can secure any iron, wedge or hybrid without marring 
and can cope with bending moments in excess of 300 N.m (220 Ft.Lbf) which is more than 
sufficient for working those tough to bend alloys.

Keeping up to date with industry trends towards so�er more malleable alloys; We’ve added 
several new accessories that extend the capability of this design to high 
levels of sophis�ca�on and versa�lity.

▲Offset and indexable conical sheaves 
adapt to sole width and bounce angle 
of irons

▲Self-aligning pads adapt to sole radius 
of hybrids. Padded top clamp complies 
with crown curvature.
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OPTIONOPTIONS  150610

18" bending bar with compact head and slanted so� 
brass jaws. Bars lock onto hosel for posi�ve engagement 
and feedback. Safe to use on most irons. This bending bar 
is the minimum  requirement for entry level clubmaking
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